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Abstract 
We characterize the forbidden projections of unate Boolean functions. Forbidden projections 
are analogous to forbidden graph minors. llnate functions have been studied in switching theory 
and in computational learning theory. 
I. Introduction 
A major topic in graph and matroid theory has been the characterization of classes 
of graphs and matroids by forbidden minors (see, e.g., [9]). Analogously, it is possible 
to characterize some classes of Boolean functions by forbidden projectiorzs. A minor 
of a graph is formed by contraction and deletion of a subset of the edges in the graph. 
A projection of a Boolean function is formed by taking a subset of the input variables 
of the function and fixing each of them to either 0 or I. 
Surprisingly, despite the interest in graph and matroid minors, there has been almost 
no work on forbidden projections. One exception is the work of Seymour [Xl, who 
has characterized certain classes of clutters by forbidden clutter minors. A clutter is a 
collection of sets L such that for Al, Al EL, Al @Al. Therefore, the sets of a clutter 
correspond directly to the minterms of a monotone Boolean function. Seymour’s work 
can be viewed as giving a forbidden projection characterization of certain subclasses 
of the monotone Boolean functions. 
In this paper, we characterize the class of urzcrtr Boolean functions by forbidden 
projections. Unateness is a generalization of monotonicity. Let x E V. The function f’ 
is momtorw in I if for every assignment a t (0. I}’ that sets s to 0, ,f‘(a) = 1 =S 
.f’(a,+l )= 1. (Here u,~_I denotes the assignment that is identical to a except that .Y 
is set to I .) That is, changing .Y from 0 to 1 in an assignment cannot decrease the 
value of f’. The function ,f is unti-monotone in .Y if for every assignment a E (0, I }’ 
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that sets x to 1, f(a)= l+ J’(a X_~) = 1. The function f is mate in x if it is either 
monotone or anti-monotone in x. 
A Boolean function is monotone if it is monotone in all its input variables. It is unute 
if it is unate in all its input variables. Unate functions have been studied extensively 
in switching theory [6, 71. More recently, they have been exploited in the development 
of algorithms in computational learning theory [l, 31. 
The class of monotone Boolean functions has a simple characterization in terms of 
forbidden projections. The class consists of exactly those functions that do not have any 
proiections equivalent to g(x) =X. In contrast, the characterization of unate functions 
by forbidden projections is significantly more complex. 
1.1. Minimally non-unate fimctions 
To characterize the unate Boolean functions by forbidden projections, it suffices 
to characterize the class of minimally non-unute functions. We call this class MNU. 
A function ,f is in MNU iff f is non-unate, but every non-trivial projection of f is 
unate. Every non-unate function has a projection that is in MNU. Therefore, a function 
f is unate iff no projection of f is in MNU. 
One of the simplest functions in MNU is the Boolean consensus function. A Boolean 
function f is a consensus function if f(a) = 1 when a is the all-O’s or all-l’s assign- 
ment, and f(a) = 0 otherwise. To verify that this function is in MNU, note that any 
non-trivial projection of f will be inconsistent with at least one of the two satisfying 
assignments. The resulting projection must be unate since it has at most one satisfying 
assignment. 
A function f is a generalized-consensus function if there is some assignment s such 
that f(s) = f(3) = 1 (where S is the bit-wise complement of S) and f(a) = 0 on all 
other assignments a. Generalized consensus functions are also in MNU. 
The function 4(.x, y,z) =XZ V xy is in MNU but is not a generalized-consensus 
function (because exactly four of the eight possible assignments are satisfying assign- 
ments). To verify that 4 is in MNU, note that 4( l,O, 0) = 0 and $(O,O, 0) = 1 so #i 
is not monotone in x, and 4(0,1,1) = 0 and +( 1, 1, 1) = 1 so 4 is not anti-monotone 
in x. However, fixing the value of any variable of 4 results in a unate projection. 
The characterization of MNU is fairly involved. It hinges on the fact that if f 
is a function in MNU, then there are precisely two complementary assignments that 
demonstrate the “non-unateness” of all the non-unate variables of f. That is, changing 
the setting of any non-unate variable x in one of these assignments shows that f is not 
monotone in x. Changing the setting of x in the other assignment shows that f is not 
anti-monotone in x. If f is a consensus function, then f has only non-unate variables, 
and the two complementary assignments are the all-O’s and the all-l’s assignments. 
Other functions in MNU contain both unate and non-unate variables. In the function 4 
given above, y and z are unate variables, and x is a non-unate variable. The generalized 
consensus functions (which include the consensus function) and their negations are an 
extreme case of the functions in MNU, those with no unate variables. 
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1.2. A description of the clzuruc.terizatiorzm 
Our characterization is based on partial orders. Let a, b, c E (0, 1 }I’ be assignments to 
the variable set V. Define the partial order (V, -&) such that a + b iff a # b and for all 
.Y E V, c(x) = 0 + a(x) < b(x) and C(X) = 1 + b(x) < a(x). If c is the all O’s assignment. 
then dc is the standard partial order on the Boolean lattice, and ,f: (0, l}’ - (0, 1 } is 
monotone 8 for all a,bt{O, 1)‘; u+,b 3 .f(u) < ,f(b). 
A Boolean function ,f : (0, I}” + (0, l} is unate iff for some c E (0, l}“, a+,. /I=+ 
,f‘(u) < f(b). In this case we say that (V, <,) is a monotone orientation of f’. More- 
over, if for x E V, c(x) = 0, then ,f is monotone in x, and if c(x) = 1, then 1’ is 
anti-monotone in x. 
For any assignment b E { 0, 1 } “; and any subset V’ C V, let blr.1 denote the assignment 
b restricted to the domain V’. That is, blr,l : V’ - (0. I } such that for all s E V’, 
b/p(x) = b(x). 
We now describe how to construct an arbitrary function ,f’ : (0, 1)” + (0, 1 } in 
MNU. Start with a set of variables V such that 1 V/ > 2. Pick two complementary 
assignments, s and t =S, to V. Choose a subset V,: c V such that 1 Vo 1 # I, and an 
assignment c E { 0, 1 } “I such that if 1 Vc:/ > 0 then c #sll’, and c ftlr; . Then choose 
a unate function (1 defined on V,. such that 9 obeys the following properties: 
1. ( Vu. +) is a monotone orientation of ~1, 
2. <I(Sll,, )=dtlr; 1, 
3. for all u~{O,l}“‘, if u-&slb’, or u+,.tll’, , then g(a)=O; for all at{O. I}“‘. 
if ~11,~ + a or fir; -+ a, then y(a)= 1. 
Finally, construct ,f’: (0, l}‘+ (0, 1) as follows. For all 6~ (0, 1)‘: 
if b E {s, r>, 
otherwise. 
Note that any projection assigning values to all the non-unate variables of ,f’ (and 
leaving the unate variables unassigned) is either equivalent to (1, or differs from c/ at 
precisely one point, sly, or tic; Any projection that assigns values to all the unate 
variables of ,f is either a constant function, AND, OR, NAND, or NOR. 
In Section 2.2 we show that a function is in MNU iff it can be constructed by the 
above method. We also show in Section 2.2 that if ,f is produced by the construction, 
then Vcr is the set of all the unate variables of ,f’. Thus if ,f‘ is in MNU, then the 
number of unate variables of f is not equal to 1. The following functions in MNU 
illustrate the construction. 
Example 1. Consider the function 4 defined above: 
To generate this function using the construction, let Vu = {y, z}, let s = ( 1. I, 1 ) and 
t = (O,O,O) be assignments to (x, y,z), and let c = (0, 1) be an assignment to (~1.z). 
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Then define g(y,z) = yZ. It is easy to verify that g is unate and satisfies all the required 
properties. 
Example 2. Let V= {xi,x~,. . . , x,}.Let V,=B.Lets=(O,O ,..., O)andt=(l,l,..., 1) 
be assignments to (xi ,x2,. . . , xn). Let g E 0 (since g is defined on Vu = 0, it must be a 
constant function). Let c be the empty assignment. The resulting function in MNU is 
as follows: 
j-(0,0 )...) O)=f(l,l,..., l)=l, 
f(xl ,x2,. . .,x,,) = 0 on all other assignments. 
This is the consensus function. Note that if s and t were chosen differently, the 
resulting function would be a generalized-consensus function. 
Example 3. Let V= { w,x,y,z}, Vu={y,z}, and c=(O,O). Let s=(l,O,O,l) and 
t = (0, 1, 1,0) be assignments to (w,x, y,z). Let g(y, z) = y V z. Again, g satisfies the 
necessary properties. Thus, f(w,x, y, z) is defined as follows: 
f(O,O,O,O)=f(l,O,O,O)=f(O, l,O,O) = f(l> l,O,O) 
=f(l,O,O, l)=f(O, l,l,O)=O, 
f(w,x, y,z) = 1 on all other assignments. 
1.3. The size of A4NU 
Recall that there is only one minimally non-monotone function, f(x) =X. In contrast, 
the following argument shows that for all IZ, there are a doubly exponential number 
of minimally non-unate functions on n variables. We construct a subclass of functions 
MNU on n variables. Say 1 VI = n and n is odd (ignore one variable if n is even). 
Pick a variable x E V, and let Vu = V\(x). Let c be the all-zeroes assignment to Vu. 
Consider the set H of assignments to Vu that have exactly half of their variables set 
to one and half set to zero. Let s and t be two fixed complementary assignments to V 
such that silty, tlv,. E H. Now consider the set of all functions g : (0, l}” + (0, l} 
such that g(sl VU ) = g(tl V( ), g(a) = 0 if a has fewer than half its variables set to 1, and 
g(u) = 1 if a has more than half its variables set to 1. The output of g can be either 0 
or 1 on all assignments in H\{slvC, tlv, }. All such functions g satisfy the properties 
required of g in the construction. Since I H I = ((,“_i i,2), the number of such functions g 
is 2 * 2((~‘1_;1 L)F2. S’ mce each such g defines a different function f in MNU, it follows 
by Stirling’s approximation that the number of functions on n variables in A4NU is at 
least 2 * 2(,.‘51 2)-2 = 2”(2”/&). Th e number of these functions that are non-isomorphic 
under permutations of the variables is at least 2 * 2((,‘51 Z)-2/n! which is also 2”(2”ifi). 
1.4. Recognition problems 
In graph theory, the study of forbidden minors has yielded important results on 
graph recognition problems (see, e.g., [9]). Below, we discuss the complexity of the 
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recognition problem for unate functions, and for MNU. However, we do not claim that 
our characterization of unate functions by forbidden projections has implications for 
the recognition problem for unate functions. 
We define the recognition problem for a class of Boolean functions 3 as follows: 
given the truth table of a Boolean function f; determine whether ,f is in .F. 
There is a simple algorithm for solving the recognition problem for unate functions 
that is based on the properties of unate functions given in Section 2.1. The algorithm 
checks, for every assignment a, if .f’(a,+a) < J’(al-_l ) or ,/‘(a,,-~) > f(a,-t ). If there 
exist assignments b and c such that f(b,,o) < J’(b,,l ) and ,f’( c,,“) > ,f‘(c,,i ), then 
,f’ is non-unate. Otherwise f is unate. This algorithm clearly runs in time polynomial 
in its size of its input, which is the truth table of .f. The exact complexity of the 
algorithm depends on the form of the input and the model of computation. Suppose 
assignments are represented by n-bit numbers and the truth table is an array of length 
2” indexed by those numbers. Then if elementary operations on n-bit numbers (such 
as taking the bit-wise exclusive OR of two of them) take constant time, the algorithm 
runs in time O(n2”). 
Note that the existence of the assignments b and c such that ,f(&,a) < ,f‘(6,_1 ) 
and f(c,r_o) > ,f(~.~+l) guarantees that .f does contain a (possibly trivial) projection 
in MNU. However, it is not necessary to explicitly find a projection of ,f in MNC’ to 
determine that ,f’ is non-unate. 
There is also a simple algorithm for solving the recognition problem for the class 
of MNU functions. It uses the above method to check whether f itself is non-unate. 
Also, for each variable x, it checks whether the two projections setting x to 0 and 1, 
respectively, are both unate. Clearly, f is in MNU iff ,f is non-unate and all projections 
checked are unate. 
A variation of the recognition problem for Boolean functions takes as input a Boolean 
formula for a function, rather than a truth table. When 9 consists solely of the function 
that is 0 on all assignments, the variant recognition problem is actually co-SAT, the 
complement of SAT, and is therefore co-NP complete. The variant recognition problem 
for unate functions is also co-NP complete. It is in co-NP because a non-deterministic 
algorithm can guess and verify the existence of assignments b,,~, b,,t , c.,,o, and c,- 1 
described above, thus proving that f is non-unate. It is co-NP hard by the following 
simple reduction from co-SAT. Given a Boolean formula 4, construct g = &A $, where 
$ =(x V 7)(X V y) is the non-unate parity function, and .X,Y are not variables in (i,. If 
4 is not satisfiable, then y E 0 and is therefore unate. If 4 is satisfiable. then q is 
non-unate because it contains $ as a projection. 
The variant recognition problem for MNU is co-NP hard, by the following reduction 
from co-SAT. Let 4 be a Boolean formula on variable set V. Given 4, construct 
y=(&lx)Vh, where ~=x~~zVX~ZVX~~~VX~~ expresses the (non-unate) parity function 
on x, y,z, and h is a formula expressing the consensus function on V U {x. y,z}. If u’, 
is not satisfiable, then y-h which is in MNU. If 4 is satisfiable, then it can be 
shown that projecting g according to the satisfying assignment of q!~ yields a non-unate 
function, and thus g is not in MNU. The recognition problem for MNU is also in the 
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complexity class DP since it is the intersection of a co-NP problem (unateness of each 
projection of f) and an NP problem (non-unateness of f). (See [5] for a discussion 
of D’.) It is unknown if the recognition problem for A4NU is DP-complete. 
2. Formal characterization of MNU 
2.1. De$nitions 
We will consider an ussiynment a E (0, 1)” to be a function from V to (0, l}. All 
functions appearing in this paper have the form f : (0, 1)” + (0, l} for some Boolean 
variable set V. The word ‘function’ will be used in place of ‘Boolean function’ for the 
remainder of the paper. 
If x(O) E (0, 1) let u~_,~o~ 
y E V - {x}, and b(x) ==x 
denote the assignment b such that b(y) = a(y) for all 
(‘I Let UT denote the assignment ax-~. For a set of . 
variables X C V, let UT denote the assignment a~,5 ,,.., z where X = {xi ,x2,. . . ,x,,}. Two 
assignments are complementary if they disagree on every variable. 
If f: (0, l}” -+ (0, l}, a is an assignment to V, x E V, and f(u) #f(ur), then a is 
justifving for x in f. We say that f depends on a variable x E V if there is a justifying 
assignment for x in f. 
A partial assignment is a function p : V + (0, 1, *}. If p(x) = * we say that x is 
not assigned by p. If p is a partial assignment and a is an assignment, let p/u denote 
the extension of p obtained by setting the unassigned variables according to a, i.e., 
(p/u)(x) =p(x) if p(x) f *, and (p/a)(x) = u(x) otherwise. 
If f : (0, 1 }” 4 (0, I}’ and p is a partial assignment to V, we define f, to be the 
function derived from f by “hardwiring” the variables assigned values by p. That is, 
fp:{O,l)“+{O,l) such that for all a E (0, 1 } “, &,(a) = f(p/u). For any such f, there 
is an associated function fi that is equivalent to fp on a restricted domain. That is, 
f;: (0, l}“’ + (0, l} where Vs = {x E V Ip(x) = *}. Therefore, f,(u) = f^,(u]~,) for all 
a E (0, l}“. The function fi is a projection of f. Clearly, a projection fi is unate iff 
fp is unate. Where it will cause no confusion, we will also refer to fp as a projection. 
We say a class of functions C is projection-closed if any projection of a func- 
tion from C is also in C. The class of all unate functions is projection closed. 
A function g : (0, I}” + (0, 1 } is a Jbrbidd en projection of C if there is no projection 
& (0, l}“’ + (0, l} of a function f in C such that, under an isomorphism from W 
to V’, 4 and 9 are equivalent. 
Let x be a non-unate variable of f. Then there are assignments u and b such that 
f(u x-o) = 0 = f(b,rt 11, 
f (ur-I > = 1 = f (bx-0). 
If, in addition, u(x) = b(x) = 0, we say that f is non-unate in x with respect to the 
ordered pair of assignments (a, b). Such an a and 6 will always exist for any f and 
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1 (4 Y, 4 = 
(1, 1, 1) A 
0 0 0 
KM 
0 0 0 
Fig. I. Diagram of the consen~w function 
non-m-rate X. The definition via an ordered pair merely forces ,f(a) = .f(b) = 0 and 
a(.u)=6(x)=O which will simplify the statement of several lemmas. 
Each partial order ((0, l}‘, -&) 1s a bttice. To represent a Boolean function with re- 
spect to ((0, 1)‘; +& take the Hasse diagram of ((0, 1)‘: +) and replace each element 
a by J’(a). We use these representations to illustrate some of our lemmas. 
For example, on the standard Boolean lattice, 
is the binary AND function. Binary OR is 
The consensus function on three variables is represented as in Fig. 1. 
2.2. Churactrriration 
Our goal is to provide a set of conditions characterizing functions in MNU. The 
conditions center around the existence of the function cf from which ,f is defined. The 
following lemmas are used to derive the conditions and prove their necessity. 
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Lemma 1. Let f:{O,l}V--+{O,l} be u j unction in MNU. Then 1 VI > 1 and f de- 
pends on v jar all v E V. 
Proof. Every function of one variable is unate. Since f is non-unate, 1 V 1 > 1. If f 
did not depend on some variable x, the two projections which fix x to 0 and fix x to 1 
would be identical, and both non-unate. q 
Lemma 2. Let f:{O,l}V+{O,l} beaf unction in MNU that is non-unate in x with 
respect to the ordered assignment pair (a, b). Then a = 5. 
Proof. By definition of (a, b) we have a(x) = b( x so we need only prove that a(y) = ) 
b(y) for all y # x. Let y be a variable in V such that y #x. Assume (for contra- 
diction) that a(y) = b(y). Without loss of generality, say a(y) = b(y) = 0. Let p be 
the partial assignment setting y to 0 and all other variables to *. Then &,(a) = f(a), 
&(a?) = f(ar), fp(b) = f (b) and f,(b,-) = f (b?) since p/a = a and p/b = b. Since vfx, 
f, is also non-unate in x: 
?I” 
x+~)=f(a.~-~) = 0 = f(Ll)=f,(b,+l), 
p ax-l)=f(a,-l)= 1 =f(Lo)=f,(b,+o). 
But then f, (and hence f^p) is non-unate, contradicting f’s membership in MNU. 
Therefore a(y) = b(y). 0 
Lemma 3. Let f: (0, l}V + (0, 1) be u function in MNU. If f is non-unate in x 
with respect to the ordered pair of assignments (a, b), then a, b,ay, b, are the only 
justzfying assignments for x and (a, b) is unique. 
Proof. Let c be an assignment which is justifying for x, that is, f(cxto) # f(cx_l). 
We must show that c E {a, b, a,-, b,}. 
Suppose f (c,+o) =O. If c(x) = 0 then f is non-unate with respect to assignment 
pair (c, 6). If c(x) = 1 then f is non-unate with respect to assignment pair (CT, 6). 
By Lemma 2, either c = 8 or CT = b (so c = b,). Since a = b we have either c = a or 
c=a,-. 
If f (cl-o) = 1 then f is non-unate with respect to either assignment pair (a, c) or 
(a, c,-), which gives either c = b or c = 6,. It follows immediately that the pair (a, 6) 
is unique. 0 
The next two lemmas give properties of the justifying assignments of the non-unate 
variables. Lemma 4 is necessary to prove Lemma 5. 
Lemma 4. Let f be a function in MNU dejined on variable set V with ) VI > 2. 
If f is non-unate in x with respect to assignment pair (a, b) and f is also non- 
unate in y # x with respect to assignment pair (c, d) then either {c, d} = {a, 6) or 
{CT, dy} = {a,-, by). Th eye ore, there are precisely two assignments that ure justifying f 
for both x and y. 
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Before proving Lemma 4, note that it is stated only for 1 V/ > 2. If /VI = 2 then there 
are only four possible assignments to the variables of V and ,f must be either XOR 
or XOR. In either case, all four assignments are justifying for both x and ~a. Thus. the 
conclusion of the lemma does not hold for 1 VI = 2. 
Proof. From Lemma 3 we have {a, b,a,,b,} are the only justifying assignments for 
s, and {c.d, c\-,dF} are the only justifying assignments for ~1. 
Since ) VI > 2 and by Lemma 2, a = b and c =d, assignments a,b,ai,bi9 CI,, bT are 
all distinct. Therefore, if {u, b} = {c, d} then n? and 6, cannot be justifying assignments 
for .I’ (because {ai, h,} n {c,d, cF,dr} = @). Similarly, if {UT, by} = {cy.,d~} then a 
and b cannot be justifying assignments for _v. This shows that there are at most two 
assignments which are justifying for both x and J’. 
We now show that there exist at least two assignments which are justifying for both 
I and J’. It suffices to show that either c or CT is a justifying assignment for .Y (If c is 
justifying for s then {u,b} = {c,d}. If CT is justifying for x then {u,,b,} = {cT,dy}.) 
Assume (for contradiction) that neither c nor CT is justifying for X. We have {c, c,}n 
{u. h, ~7. by} = 8. Also, ,f’(c,, _()) = ,f(c,.,o), lest c or CT be justifying for X. Likewise, 
f’(CT.r.cI)=.f’(C,-l). 
Let p be the partial assignment on V where p(x) = c(x). (= d(x)), and p(z) = * for 
all -7 # s. Then 
.f;(G,~-o 1= .f-(G.~+o >- f’(c~to)=O=.f’(d,-I)=.f,(d,-1). - 
.fj(c- .\. , - I I= .f(c~.~ -I ) = .f’(cj,- I > = 1 = f(d,,-o I= .f,Xd,,-o ). 
But then I; is a non-unate variable of ji, and thus _r’, is a non-unate non-trivial pro- 
jection of j’, contradicting f E MNU. Therefore, either c or c,- must be a justifying 
assignment for .Y. L1 
The previous lemma concerned a pair x, y of non-unate variables of j’. We generalize 
to all the non-unate variables of f as follows. 
Proof. It suffices to show that any three non-unate variables share two justifying as- 
signments. Suppose s and t are both justifying assignments for x, ?:, and z. If X. ~3, 
and r share two justifying assignments, those assignments must also be s and t, since 
these are the only two assignments which are justifying for both x and JJ by Lemma 4. 
Say that ,f is non-unate in x with respect to (a,!~), non-unate in _V with respect to 
(c,d), and non-unate in z with respect to (q,r). From three applications of Lemma 4 
we have the following three facts: 
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1. Either {a,b} = {c,d} or {a,,&} = {cv,dj;} 
2. Either {c,d} = {q,r} or {c~,d~} = {q2,Vi} 
3. Either {q,y} = (a,b} or {qi,Yg} = {a,,&}. 
It follows that either the left column is true or the right column is true (otherwise 
an inconsistency results). In either case, we have that x, y, and z share two justifying 
assignments. We label these assignments s and t. Since a = 8 and a,- = G, we have 
that s =t. 0 
We call these common justifying assignments the Star assignments since in the 
Hasse diagram associated with f, each such assignment is labelled differently from its 
neighbors, and the subgraph consisting of the assignment and its neighbors form a star 
graph. 
For the remaining lemmas, we will suppose that f is a function in MNU defined on 
V, and 1 VI > 2. Let VU 5 V be the set of unate variables of f. Let VN = V - VU be 
the set of non-unate variables of f. Let 9 = {p E (0, 1, *}” 1 ‘ix E VU, p(x) = *; Yy E 
VN, pi (0, 1)). That is, 9 is the set of partial assignments which fix the non-unate 
variables of f and leave the unate variables assigned. Clearly, 191 =21&I. 
Lemma 6. There exists some assignment c E (0, l}& such that for all p E 9, (VU, 4,) 
is a monotone orientation of fi. 
Proof. We construct c as follows. Since the variables of Vu are each unate in f, by 
the definition of unateness that for each YE Vu at least one of the following two cases 
holds: 
(i) f(a,,o)= 1 =5 f(a,+l)= 1 for all aE{O, l}V or 
(ii) f(a u+0)=O =5 f(q+l)=O for all aE{O,l}“. 
In fact, by Lemma 1, exactly one of these two cases holds, for if both held, f would 
not depend on v. 
For each v E Vu, if case (i) holds, let c(v) = 0. If case (ii) holds, let c(v) = 1. Let 
p E P. For all a E (0, l}V, f,(a)= f(P/a). Therefore, fp is unate and (VU, -&) is a 
monotone orientation of fi. 0 
For a hmction .f with unate variables Vu, we call the assignment c as constructed 
above the monotone setting of f. The function f is completely determined by the 
21v,l projections 4 for p E 9. By Lemma 6, (V, -Q is a monotone orientation for 
each fi. For each p ~9, let Lp be (the Hasse diagram of) the lattice (V, -Q labelled 
according to fi. The next lemma shows that all such labelled lattices are equal, with the 
exception of the two lattices fi, and fir where ps assigns the variables in V$ according 
to s, and pt assigns the variables in V, according to t. The labelled lattice L,,$ differs 
from the other lattices exactly on its label for the assignment S/V,,, and the labelled 
lattice LPr differs from the other lattices exactly on its label for the assignment t 16 (see 
Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Lemmas 7 and 8. All intermediate lattices fi are identical. Lattices (( and /i, dill‘er from /i only 
on assignments sll, and tlb, 
Lemma 7. Let s and t be the Stur ussi~pzwzents of’ ,f’. Then ,fbr ~111 p, q E 9, md fitt 
ufzj’ ussi~ymen~ a E (0. 1)” such thmt a # sj,; NIZ~ a # t(l, , 
f;(a) = .f&a). 
Proof. Let h E (0, 1 } I’ be such that a = 61 Ii Say p and q differ on m variables of I/\ , 
~l.t.2,. , c,,,. Then we can “walk” from p to q in m steps by flipping bits (changing 
the assignment of Vi as i goes from 1 to m): 
P’PCI -PI +1)2 + ” +pn, =q, 
where p, =pi,,T? ,,,,_ r, for 0 < i < m. 
Because b differs from both s and t on variables of .Q and we are only flipping 
variables of VL, we know for each i 3 0 that (pi/b) # s and (pJb) # t. Thus, p,:‘b 
cannot be a justifying assignment for 1’; by Lemma 3 and the Star Lemma, forcing 
./i,(b) = .f;,_, (b). So 
.f,(b) = .fj,,(b) = t =.f;,,,(b) = .fY(b). 
Since $,(a) = ,fj,(b) and j&b) = ,((a). it follows that ,6(a) = ,((a). 0 
Lemma 8. Let s and t be thr Star rrssignrnerzts of’ ,f’. Then jir my assignment b t 
{O,l}“‘\{~.t} such thut bib; =slli or bl,; =tl[;. 
f’(s) = f’(t) # f(b). 
Proof. Let b E (0, I }“\{s, t} such that b( C; = s( 1; Say s and b differ in non-unate vari- 
ables ~1, ~2, . vm. Then f(sy, ) # f’(s) by the Star Lemma. Since neither s, nor .s~,,~~ 
equal s or t (by the assumption that 1 VI > 2), Lemma 3 implies that ,f’(.s,, ) = ,f’( s,, ,:: ). 
We walk to b using the same reasoning: 
.f(s) = .f(.~ ) = .f(si+) = = f‘(s,,,,,. ..T,,.) = f(b). 
By the same argument, f(t) = f(b). U 
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Fig. 3. Lemma 9. The lattice of _(,. 
Lemma 9. Let c E (0, 1}v’ be the monotone setting off. Let s be u Star assignment 
of f. Then for any partial assignment p E 9 
&a)= l,‘da~{O, l}“’ such that sJvc +r a 
&a)=O,‘da~{O, l}“’ such that a + sIK 
Proof. (See Fig. 3). Let p E 9. Since d is unate with monotone orientation (Vu, +), if 
&(a~) = 1 for some assignment a0 then f;(u) = 1 for all a0 -$ a. Similarly, if &(a~) = 0 
then &a) = 0 for all a such that a + a~. Lemma 7 implies that &(a) =x(u) for all 
a such that S[V, + a, t(v, -$ u, a + SIC or a -$ tl~ . Therefore, it suffices to show 
that there are partial assignments PI, ~2, p3 and p4 in 9 such that 
fp, (s) = 0, &I,(4 = 12 
Al,(s) = 1, .&J,(t) = 0. 
By Lemma 8, ,f(s) =f(r). Without loss of generality, assume that f(s) = f(t) =O. 
Then let pl be the partial assignment fixing the variables of VN as they appear in s, 
and let p4 =x. Now PI/S = s and pq/t = t so fp, (s) = f(s) = 0 and &(t) = f(t) = 0. 
Let p3 differ from p1 in precisely one variable v E V,. Since plls = s is a justifying 
assignment for v by the Star Lemma, fP1 (s) = 1. Simliarly, let p2 differ in one variable 
from p4 so that j&(s) = 1. 0 
We present the characterization of A4NU in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. A Boolean function f : (0, l}V + (0, 1) is minimally non-unate if and 
only if there exists a subset Vu c V, an assignment c E (0, l}K , two complementary 
assignments s, t E (0, l}“, and a Boolean function g dejined on Vu such that 
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~ S(b) = 
Y(blli ) if‘bE{s.t}, 
q( b ) Ii ) otlwwisc. 
Before presenting the proof of the theorem, we discuss its relation to the construction 
given in the introduction. Condition (e), stating that Vl; is the set of unate variables 
of ,f’, is included in the theorem for clarity; it follows from the other conditions. Let 
2’ E V,r. If b.bi_ E (0. I}“, then by properties (a) and (c), and the definition of ,f’. 
611, + b,lb; implies that f‘(b) < ,f(b,). Therefore, ,f is unate in L’; it is monotone in I‘ 
if C(P) = 0, and anti-monotone in c if c(r) = 1. If I’ E V - If,-, then by property (b) and 
the definition of ,f. ,f(sr)#f’(s)=,f(tF) #,f(t). Since s and t are complementary, it 
follows that ,f is not unate in U. Thus, the theorem still holds if condition (e) is deleted. 
The conditions cannot all hold if 1 Vu1 #O and ct {“I’; ,tl’: } because condition (b) re- 
quires that gj(sI ‘; ) = ~(tl’; ), and in this case condition (c) implies that ~(sI Ii ) # .cl(tl’; ). 
A consequence is that /V,; 1 # 1 for any function in MNU. The construction given in 
the introduction follows immediately from the theorem and these observations. 
Proof. Let f’: (0, I}“. The theorem is vacuously true if 1 VI < I. Suppose 1 VI = 2, and 
.f’ obeys the conditions of the theorem. As argued above, 1 VL, /# 1, and therefore since 
V,, is a proper subset of V, lVb 1 =O. In this case ,f’either XOR or XOR. XOR is 
a generalized consensus function, and both it and XOR are in MNU. Conversely, if 
1 VI = 2 and f is in MNU, ,f must be equal to either XOR or XOR, and in either case 
,f‘ satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
Assume now that 1 V 1 > 2. 
f E MNU +f satisfies conditions: Let Vu be the unate variables of .f’, and let 
K\ = V - VL be the non-unate variables of ,f. As in the proof of the lemmas, let ./P 
be the set of partial assignments to V that assign values to variables in Vv and leave 
the variables in E/L’ unassigned. Let s and f be the Star assignments of ,f’ as described 
in Lemma 5. 
Suppose lVLnl =G1. By Lemma 8, ,f‘(s)#.f‘(t) and for any UE{O, l}“\{s.t}, .f’(u)# 
,f’( s) = ,f’( t ). Therefore, ,f is either a generalized consensus function or the negation of 
such a function. In either case, ,f‘ is in MNU. 
Now assume ) V,) > 0. Let c be the monotone setting of f‘ (defined in the proof of 
Lemma 6). We define 9 as follows. For all a E (0, 1 }‘.. 
~/(~I’; ) = 1 f’(a) if a @ {.cf>, ~ .f(u) if uE{s,t}. 
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We now prove that g is well-defined. Suppose a( F = b( V( but a # 6. We need to 
show that the definition of g(alc/,.) is consistent with the definition of g(bjh,). There 
are two cases. 
First, suppose aI6 6 {slr+,tly,}. Then a,b $! {s,t}, and applying the definition of g 
to a and b yields g(aIc.)=f(a) and g(blv,.) =f(b). We need to show f(a) = f(b). 
Let pa,pb E 9 be the partial assignments that set the variables in V, according to 
a and 6, respectively. Then, a/p, = a and b/pn = b. Since ale = bl,, b/p, = a and 
a/~ = 6. Lemma 7 implies f,,(u) = f,,,(a) = f(a). Since j;,(a) = f&/a) = ,f(b), we 
have f(a) = f(b) as desired. 
For the second case, assume U/&E ($1~ , tlv, } (and recall that aI&. = blh.). Without 
loss of generality, assume a]~ = S/Q . If neither a nor 6 is equal to s, then applying 
the definition of g to a and 6 yields g(alv,)=f(a) and g(blv,) =f(b). By Lemma 8 
we have f(a) # f(s) and f(b) # f(s), so f(a) = J‘(b) as desired. Suppose however 
that a = s (the case where 6 = s is symmetric). Because ale = b/ 6 and t = 3, b # t. 
Also, bfs because a# 6. By Lemma 8, f(a)=f(s)#f(b). Since a=s, g(alK) is 
defined to be equal to f(a), and since b 6 {s, t}, g(bl K, ) is defined to be equal to 
f(b). So the definition of g is also consistent here. This completes the proof of the 
consistency of g. 
Let p E 9 such that p(x) = s(x) for some x E VN. Note that since p(x) = s(x) we have 
&(a)=g(ai~,) for all aE{O, l}“\(s). W e now show that all the conditions hold. 
(a) By Lemma 6, (VU, -&.) is a monotone orientation of /‘,. The function g can differ 
from ,& only on s/ V( . By Lemma 9 
,&a>= l,vaE{O, I}v’ such that sle + a or t(v,.+, a, 
&)=O,bzE{O, l}v’ such that a + slv, or a -xc t/v,. 
Thus, (VU, +) is also a monotone orientation for g. 
(b) g(sle) =f(s) and f(t) =g(tl~,) by the definition of g. By the Star Lemma, 
f(s) = f(t), so dsl v, )= s(4 6 ). 
(c) Follows from Lemma 9 because @/s)lv, = sly , Cp/t)lv, = tl6 , and for all b E 
{o,l >‘\{s> t)> dbl, > = ,f,(b). 
(d) From definition of g. 
(e) From definition of VU. 
f satisfies conditions + f E MAW: Suppose there exist VU, c, s, t and g as described 
in the theorem. We show that f E MNU. Applying conditions (d) and (b), we see 
that 
f(s) =&Id from (4 
= sttl vi,) from tb) 
=f(t) from (d). 
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Say VE v,. Then 
.f(sr) = s(srl it) from (d) 
= g(sl bi ) since 1’ $Z V, 
=m from (d). 
Likewise, ,f‘(ti;) = ,f(t). 
Without loss of generality, assume S(V) = 0 and ,f(s) = 0. Then, since s and f are 
complementary, t(r) = 1 and we have 
.f’(s) = .f’(s,.-0) = 0 = J‘(r,,, ) = .f(t ), 
.f‘(s,) = .f’(s+l ) = 1 = f(tito) = .f(tr;> 
so ,f‘ is a non-unate function. 
To show that every non-trivial projection of f is unate, it suffices to show the unate- 
ness of the projections produced by fixing the value of exactly one variable (because 
then all projections of such unate functions are unate). Consider any partial assignment 
p which fixes a single variable XE V and leaves all other variables undetermined. We 
show that $, is unate in each of its variables and hence is a unate function. 
For any variable ~1 E V~~\{x}, condition (a) implies that /J is a unate variable in f’ 
(c will serve as the monotone setting of each ,&, so it must be the monotone setting 
for f’). A unate variable remains unate under any projection of the function, so ti is 
unate in ,u. Now let v E V,\(x). For any assignment CI to V such that a 6 {s, f, ST, tr} 
we know from condition (e) that ,f‘(a)= y(a/r; ) =g(arlb; ) =f(ar;). Thus, the only 
justifying assignments for v are {s,t,q,t;;}. Since s and t are complementary, we have 
either p(x) = s(.Y) or P(X) = t(x). Without loss of generality, say p(x) = s(x) = t(-u). 
Then 
.6(t) = .f(%) since p/t = ty, 
= .f’(G.,> since ty is not justifying for 1’ 
= .fjl(k). 
So t and ty are not justifying for r in ,&,, leaving s and ST as the only possible justifying 
assignments for r in ,&,. This implies that J; is either monotone or anti-monotone, i.e., 
unate, in r. 
Therefore, since f is non-unate but any non-trivial projection of ,f‘ is unate, 
.~‘EMNU. 7 
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